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Stefan Wolpers See profiles Learn how individual incentives and organizational structures are outdated — fostering personal agendas and local optimization efforts – manifest themselves in the anti-pattern of Scrum interests that can easily prevent any aggression transition. Do you want to get this article
in your inbox? You can register here and join 25k other subscribers. Scrum Stakeholders and Organisational Excellence in Frequent Legacy Organizations, InfoQ why the metaphor of 'Crossing Chasm' to engineering practices, thus covering part of the agile movement to create a learning organization.
Cultural Edition &amp; Methods) Recent InfoQ - State of Practice in 2019' edition found that new relatives to Scrum, for example, would recruit themselves mostly from a late majority and lagging behind. (The initial majority of organizations have adopted BDD/DDD or Pragmatic Acid.) Those laggards - or
legacy organizations - are easily seen: Some form of applied Taylorism, usually a tight hierarchy to command &amp;; controlling the silos works with limited autonomy, which is made into the postindustrial era. Most often, this organization was once created to train farm boys into assembly line workers in
standard industrial processes that manufacture standard products in the name of output optimization. Human beings become cogs in machinery, rewarded for functioning well without asking questions. Too bad, when nowadays diversity, autonomy, domination, and purpose become a driving factor in a
highly competitive environment where more of the same for everyone no longer creates value. Copyright notice: InfoQ, 2019. All rights reserved. Conflicts at the stakeholder level in such legacy organizations seem to be: mostly, stakeholders are silo managers working with objectives that don't necessarily
align with scrum products or teams. Where organizations need to morph into a kind of 'team' structure with a shared understanding of purpose and direction as well as the need to create value for customers at heart, the reality of legacy organizations trying to be agile is often very different. For managers,
this means moving: From WIIFM (any-in-de-for-me syndrome) to teams playing - winning teams, winning teams, The team lost, From career planning as an individual to slave leadership in a team structure team, Instead of knowing it all and being the one who went on to solve problems in believing those
closest to the problem of coming up with a solution, From 'failure no choice' to embracing failure as a way to learn effectively, Instead of demanding success as a personal contribution to stepping back and letting the team in charge Leave yesterday - and perhaps its power symbol, too - and accept that
akatic shifts can provide job security, but most without a security role is a monumental undertaking for the majority management of legacy organizations. Perhaps, many of these managers will not adapt and stop the organization sooner or later. Typical Scrum Anti-Pattern Stakeholder After determining
context, let us consider some anti-patterns of Scrum stakeholders in detail. Most often, the scrum of anti-pattern stakeholders as a result of invalid training and coaching is accompanied by not changing individual career objectives. Therefore, they show themselves in pursuit of an optimum or personal
local agenda. In both situations, the incentive structure of an organization is most likely to still foster predicted behavior that contradicts the organization's goals at a system level. Charlie Munger: Never, ever, think about something else when you need to think about the power of incentive. The following list
of anti-pattern Scrum stakeholders addresses Scrum events, system-related issues as well as individual player issues. Scrum Stakeholder Anti-Pattern at Scrum Event Level The Sprint Anti-pattern this sort of point on the ignorance of the stakeholders of Scrum's core ideas - the organizing team itself:
Pitching developers: Stakeholders try to sneak in small tasks by chanting them directly to developers, bypassing Product Owners. (Nice try to #1.) Everything bugs: Stakeholders try to speed up shipments by rebelling their jobs is 'serious bugs.' (Nice try #2. A special case is an express lane for bug fixes
and other urgent issues. In my experience, every stakeholder will try and make his job eligible for that express lane.) Flow disruption: Scrum Master allows stakeholders to disrupt The Scrum Team's flow during Sprint. There are several possibilities of how stakeholders can disrupt team flows during
sprints. Any example will prevent team productivity and may harm Sprint's goals. The Scrum master must prevent them from showing themselves: The Scrum Master has a laissez-faire policy as far as access to the Development team is concerned. Notably, he did not educate stakeholders on the



negative impact of the disruption and how they could harm Sprint's goal achievement. Scrum Master is not opposed to a lineup manager who takes team members from teams assigning other tasks. Scrum Master did not object that the management invited engineers to hold random meetings as a matter
specialist. Scrum's master turned a blind eye to a mid-Sprint change priority by Product Owners. Finally, The Scrum Master allows either stakeholders or managers to turn the Daily Scrum into a reporting session. Backlog and Anti-Pattern Refinement Products This anti-pattern stakeholder as a result of
ignoring the role of Product Owner, making it a mere writer. Two important anti-patterns like this are: Requirements revealed: Product owners create user stories by breaking down requirements received from stakeholders into smaller lumps. (The scenario helps coins a nickname monkey ticket for The
Product Owner. Remember: Product Backlog Items is Scrum Team training.) Priority by proxy: A sole stakeholder or stakeholder committee prioritizes Backlog of Products. (The strength of The Scrum is building a strong position of the Product Owner. PO is the only person to decide what task becomes a
Product Backlog item. In addition, the Product Owner also decides on the Product Backlog order. Take that empowerment, and Scrum turns into a pretty strong waterfall 2.0 process.) Daily Scrum Most anti-patterns in this category result from the information requirements seen - thinking of them as a
symptom of withdrawal: The status report: The Daily Scrum is a status reporting meeting, and members of the Development Team are waiting in line by reporting progress to stakeholders. Chicken talk: Chickens actively participate in the Daily Scrum. (Stakeholders should listen but do not interfere with
members of the Development Team during their inspection.) Command &amp;; Control by management: Online managers attend Daily Scrum to collect performance data on individual team members. (This behavior opposes the purpose of the self-organizing team.) One word, please: Stakeholders are
waiting until the Daily Scrum ends and then contacts members of the individual Development Team for specific reports from them. (Nice try. However, this hack is also unwanted behavior and disrupts the Development Team.) Direct assignments: Stakeholders assign tasks directly to members of the
Development Team. Planning Sprint Anti-Pattern Of Stakeholders charged: Sprint Prediction is not a team-based decision. Or it is not free from external influences. (There are some anti-patterns here. For example, The Product Owner strictly dominates the Development Team by determining the scope of
its forecasts. Or stakeholder points on the previous team's direction demanding to take more user stories. (We need to fill free capacity.) Or the 'head of technology' the Development Team is making predictions on behalf of the Development Team.) Sprint Review Again, this category is often a combination
of ignorance, fighting losing controls seen or attractive ranks to overcome the principle of scrum: Scrum à la entrance-gate®: Sprint Review is a type of stage door® approval process in which stakeholders sign features. (This anti-pattern sprint study is typical for organizations that use agile hybrids to
plunge. However, it is the product owner's prerogative to decide what to ship when.) No stakeholders: Stakeholders do not attend the Sprint Review. (There are several reasons why stakeholders do not participate in the Sprint Review: they do not see any value if, or it contradicts other important meetings.
They don't the importance of the Sprint Review event. No sponsor joins the Sprint Review, for example, from the C. Level For my experience, you have to sell events in the organization, at least at the beginning using Scrum.) No External stakeholders—also known as customers—did not attend the Sprint
Study. (Get out of your organization's echo colon, and invite some users who pay to your Sprint Reviews.) Starting again: There is no continuity in the presence of stakeholders. (Longevity is not only beneficial at team level, but also applies to the presence of stakeholders. If they change too often, for
example, because of spin schemes, their ability to provide in-depth feedback may be limited. If this pattern appears, The Scrum Team needs to improve how stakeholders understand the Sprint Review.) Passive stakeholders: Stakeholders are passive and unwilm. (That's easy to fix. Let stakeholders drive
the Sprint Review and put themselves silent. Or organize the Sprint Study as a science exhibition with several stalls. Shift &amp; Share is an excellent Liberation Structural microstructure for that purpose. Retrospective Sprint Here, it's mainly about online control and management issues: Stakeholders
warning: Stakeholders participate in Retrospective. (There are several opportunities in Scrum that address the communication and information needs of stakeholders: The Sprint Review, The Daily Scrum, perhaps even the refinement of Product Backlog, not to mention the chance to have a conversation
in the water cooler, more coffee, or during lunchtime. If the possible spectrum is still not enough, consider holding additional meetings if your team thinks it's necessary. However, Retrospective is beyond limits to stakeholders.) Let us see your minutes: Someone from an organization—outside of the team
—needs access to retrospective minutes. (This is almost as bad as an online manager who wants to participate in retrospect. Of course, access must be denied to ensure that Scrum Team members will also demonstrate on critical issues in the future.) The Scrum Anti-Pattern Stakeholder at this Anti-
Pattern System Level produces mainly from a half-hearted approach to being an agile organization. Typically, it ends up in the form of cult-agile cargoes: Lack of transparency: Organizations are not transparent about vision and strategy hence the Scrum Team is prevented to be self-organizing. Lack of
leadership: Senior management does not participate in the acoustic process, for example, Sprint Review, despite being a role model. Instead, they expect different forms of reporting (minus). Cargo-cult agility by cherry selection: The agility process is either bent or ignored when it looks appropriate, for
example, the role of Product Owner is reduced to the role of project manager. Or the stakeholders bypass the Product o Owners to do things and escape with him in the eye right, because they will show the initiative. There is a lack of discipline to support the agility shift. Accomplish on a tight budget:
Organizations don't spend enough time and budget on proper communication, training, and coaching to create a common understanding of purpose and and among all members of the organization. Telling people how to do something: In the old days that was good on the shop floor, it was a valuable
nature to train newcomers or working groups in the art of installing Model T - as the manager might do himself. Nowadays, as we invest most of the time we build products that have never been built before this attitude becomes a liability. Let the people closest to the job at hand figure out how to do this.
Guidance according to the objectives and provides support when requested or required will be appreciated, though. Steering meeting: Uninterruited by way of agile work, the manager insists on continuing the biennial steering wheel meeting to ensure the team will deliver all its needs in time. This one has
a quick remedy, though: just don't participate in meetings that have no value for the team. Limited to unavailable feedback loops: Sales organizations and other functional silos take care of direct access to customers, thereby preventing product teams from learning. Sprint Anti-pattern IT Management Also,
there are some typical anti-pattern stakeholders closest to the Scrum Team - IT management: All hands to the pump w/o Scrum: The management temporarily left the Scrum in a critical condition. (This is a classic manifestation of disbelief in aggression practice, fed by instructions &amp; thought control.
Most likely, cancelling the Sprints and gathering team Scrum will also resolve the issue at hand.) Reassign team members: Management regularly assigns team members of one Scrum Team to another team. (Scrum can only live up to its potential if a Scrum Team member can build trust in each other.
The longevity of the team is important. Moving people between teams, on the other hand, reflects the idea of a management project-minded, rooted in usage optimisation at the level of members of the industrial paradigraphic team. It also ignores the preferred team building practices that Scrum Teams
needs to choose from. All members need to volunteer in a team. Scrum rarely works if team members are pressed into service. Note: It's not an anti-pattern pattern, though, if Scrum Team decides to temporarily exchange teammates. It is an established practice that experts disseminate knowledge in this
way or mentor other colleagues.) Special teams: A manager assigns specific tasks directly to engineers, therevely bypasses the Product Owner and ignores the prerogatives of the Development Team to organize themselves. Alternatively, the manager removes engineers from the team to work on such a
task. (This behavior not only violates The Scrum's core principles. It also shows that the manager is not release of instructions and control practices. He continues to micromanage the subordinates, although Team Scrum can achieve tasks in its own organized way. This behavior shows the level of
ignorance that may require support for the Scrum Master from a higher level of management to deal with.) Personally Scrum Stakeholder Anti-Pattern There are various ways in how stakeholders can hinder the progress of the product team. The four most common are as follows: 'My Budget' syndrome:
Stakeholders don't compete for Scrum Team capacity but claim that they allocate their budget on feature demand as they see fit. (The process leads to the creation of local optimum at the silo or department level. Its effects can be observed mainly in organizations, which bind additional benefits to
individuals. On the other hand, resources need to be allocated in the spirit of optimization for the entire organization. Note: 'Pet projects' also fall in this category.) 'We know what to build': No consumer research, or any other interaction of a product delivery organization with customers. (There are several
reasons that cause this phenomenon to consist of the founder or entrepreneur who pursues his product vision without engaging in customer discovery activities. Or the product delivery organization is solely briefed indirectly by the primary account manager. Perhaps, the sales department considers the
Scrum Team member's direct relationship with customers too risky and therefore prevents it from happening. What this pattern shares is either bias that hurts learning efforts or a personal agenda. Although the former can be overcome by education, the latter is harder to come by because the culprs
usually reject the idea that they are guided by selfish motives. To be an effective product delivery organization it is important that teams directly communicate with customers on a regular base.) Sell unavailable features: What features do you need to set up to close the agreement? Sales managers pursue
sales objectives by asking for prospects for a feature wish list and providing them to a product delivery organization as a necessity. (The problem with customers is that they usually lack the depth of knowledge needed to provide useful answers to this question. Most of the time, they also lack the level of
abstract thinking needed to come up with viable, usable, and feasible solutions. As the saying goes: if the only tool you know is the hammer every problem will look like a nail. Pursuing such a sales process will bring the product into a feature comparison race to the bottom, possibly inspired by bonuses
and personal agendas. This is why product people like to observe customers in a typical environment they use products to avoid misplaced resources on agenda-driven features. At the system level, reconsidering individual financial incentives for salespeople is also helpful. In learning organizations, teams
non-individual.) Bonus in limbs: We're almost the end of the quarter. Bonus-related KPIs (key performance indicators) are at risk of not being met. Responsible entities demand product changes or extensions in the hope they will stimulate additional sales. (This behavior is comparable to 'what's do you
need to close the anti-pattern pattern of the deal, but it demands in more urgent fashion, usually four weeks before the end of the bonus period.) Financial incentives to innovate: Organizations monetarily incentivize new ideas and recommendations. (Contribute to a long list of ideas and hypothesis the
shortlist should be moved intrinsically. Any personal gains that may expand the number of proposals without adding value.) For more information, watch webinars: Anti-Pattern Product Discovery. Scrum Stakeholder Anti-Pattern – Conclusion There are many different reasons why Scrum stakeholders do
not act as expected. Some result from organisational debt, especially in legacy organizations from industrial areas. Some are intrinsically motivated, for example, by personal agendas, while others come from a lack of training or anxiety. Whatever the reason, though, the anti-pattern of Scrum stakeholders
needs to be overcome to transform the agility transition into a breakthrough. Otherwise, you may end up in some form of cult-cult cargo-acoustic or Scrumbut. Which anti-stakeholder pattern of Scrum have you noticed? Please, share with us in the comments. ✋ Don't Miss: Join the Team Slack 6,900 plus
Strong 'Hands-on Agile' I invite you to join the Slack Hands-on Agile team and enjoy the benefits of a fast-growing, enthusiastic community of agile practitioners from around the world. If you want to join now what you need to do now is set up your credentials through this Google form, and I'll sign you up.
By the way, it is free. Scrum Anti-Pattern Stakeholder - Related Posts Download Anti-Pattern Scrum Guide: 160-plus ways to improve your way scrum. 28 Anti-Pattern Backlog Products Agile Anti-Pattern Management - Introduction. Identity.
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